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ABSTRACT

A general lightning data assimilation technique is developed and tested with observations from the World

Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN). The technique nudges the water vapor mixing ratio toward

saturation within 10 km of a lightning observation and is more general than other approaches that require

specific model microphysics or flash rates. This approach is applied to both deterministic and ensemble

forecasts of the 29 June 2012 derecho event over the eastern United States and a deterministic forecast of the

17 November 2013 convective event over the Midwest using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)

Model run at a convection-permitting resolution. Lightning data are assimilated over the first three hours of

the forecasts, and the subsequent impact on forecast quality is evaluated. For both events, the deterministic

simulations with lightning-based nudging produce more realistic predicted composite reflectivity fields. For

the forecasts of the 29 June 2012 event using ensemble data assimilation, forecast improvements from

lightning assimilation were more modest than for the deterministic forecasts, suggesting that lightning

assimilation may produce greater improvements in convective forecasts where conventional observations

(e.g., aircraft, surface, radiosonde, satellite) are less dense or unavailable.

1. Introduction

Advances in computing power havemade it possible for

operational regional forecast systems to reach convection-

permitting horizontal grid spacing (Dx# 4km), alleviating

the need for a cumulus parameterization scheme (CPS)

and creating the opportunity to assimilate convective-scale

observations to improve forecasts (Weisman et al. 1997;

Kain et al. 2008). Today, radar reflectivity and lightning-

flash-rate observations are assimilated through latent

heating into the operational Rapid Refresh (RAP) and

High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) forecast sys-

tems (Weygandt et al. 2008). As advances in computing

power continue, operational global forecast systems

are expected to reach convection-permitting horizontal

resolutions in the near future, creating a demand for

convective-scale observations, particularly over data-

sparse regions such as the open ocean.

In recent years, long-range, land-based detection

networks, such as the World Wide Lightning Location

Network (WWLLN) operated by the University

of Washington and the Global Lightning Dataset

(GLD360) operated by Vaisala, have made global

lightning detection possible. Furthermore, continuous

coverage of lightning activity over much of theWestern

Hemisphere will soon be available from the Geosta-

tionary Lightning Mapper (GLM) aboard the R-Series

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satel-

lite (GOES-R), which is expected to launch in 2016

(Goodman et al. 2013). Given the difficulty of acquiring

continuous mesoscale observations (e.g., radar or sur-

face) with global coverage and the lack of GOES-R

GLM coverage in the Eastern Hemisphere, lightning

location information from long-range, land-based

lightning networks such as WWLLN could help fill the

gap in convective-scale observations available for as-

similation on a global scale. Thus, a goal of this re-

search is to evaluate a generally applicable lightning

assimilation approach using WWLLN, verifying our

results in a region with dense observational assets (the

eastern United States).

There have been several attempts to assimilate light-

ning data into numerical weather prediction systems. A

central task of these efforts is to establish a relationship

between lightning activity and resolved atmospheric
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variables. Some assimilation experiments have derived

regional relationships between flash rate and rainfall

rate, and then scaled the vertical latent heating profile

based on the inferred rainfall rates (Alexander et al.

1999; Chang et al. 2001; Pessi and Businger 2009). Pessi

and Businger (2009), using a long-range lightning de-

tection network, found that forecasts of large-scale fields

such as sea level pressure were improved by assimilating

lightning; however, the low horizontal resolution of the

models employed (Dx $ 27km) prevented explicit res-

olution of convection. It is also unclear how relation-

ships between flash rate and rainfall rate, which are

known to vary spatially (Petersen and Rutledge 1998),

can be applied on a global scale.

A second group of studies assimilated lightning into

higher-resolution, but not convection-permitting, re-

gional models (Dx 5 10 km). In Papadopoulos et al.

(2005), model humidity profiles were nudged toward

humidity profiles derived from observed soundings

when lightning occurred. Although the technique pro-

duced improved convective precipitation forecasts dur-

ing the assimilation period and the subsequent 12-h

forecasts, it made use of regionally and seasonally spe-

cific moisture profiles, making it difficult to apply glob-

ally. Mansell et al. (2007) forced lifting to the level of

free convection when lightning was observed and added

moisture to lifted parcels to satisfy minimum cloud

depth and peak updraft criteria; their approach resulted

in improved cold pool representation and subsequent

convective initiation. Although these studies improved

convective forecasts by assimilating lightning, they re-

lied on CPSs to produce convection and they may not be

relevant to simulations at convection-permitting hori-

zontal resolutions.

The first attempt to assimilate lightning using a

convection-permitting horizontal grid spacing, by

Fierro et al. (2012, 2014; Dx 5 1 km), modified the

water vapor mixing ratio in the mixed-phase region

(2208 # T 8C # 08C), where charge separation is most

significant according to noninductive charging theory

(Saunders 2008, and references therein). This assimila-

tion technique was motivated by the successful initiali-

zation of a high-resolution simulation of Hurricane Rita

by saturating vertical levels between 3 and 11 km above

the surface in a region where lightning was observed

(Fierro and Reisner, 2011). The water vapor mixing

ratio was nudged based on observed gridded flash rates

of total lightning, with the amount of nudging inversely

proportional to the amount of graupel present in a

model grid cell. This technique improved the simulation

of a line of thunderstorms in Oklahoma, and the 0–6-h

forecast of a destructive derecho in the upper Midwest

and mid-Atlantic United States on 29 June 2012.

In addition to decreases in horizontal grid spacing,

advances in computing power have facilitated high-

resolution ensemble forecasting and associated data

assimilation techniques, such as the ensemble Kalman

filter (EnKF; Evensen 1994) approach, which uses error

covariance statistics derived from ensemble members to

update model state variables away from the observation

location. Assimilating lightning using an EnKF is prob-

lematic because it is difficult to specify a forward model;

furthermore, the discontinuous nature of convection can

result in the rejection of a lightning observation when no

ensemble members are producing convection in that lo-

cation. Thus, an approach is needed to assimilate lightning

that is compatible with the assimilation of observations by

an EnKF system. An attempt at such a hybrid approach

was made by Ballabrera-Poy et al. (2009), which reduced

analysis error in the Lorenz and Emanuel (1998) model

when including large-scale, slowly evolving observations

in EnKF updates and assimilating small-scale observa-

tions using nudging.

Given the ease of implementation of observation

nudging, as well as the success of moisture nudging in a

range of previous high-resolution studies, a lightning

data assimilation technique based on moisture nudging

is described in this work, using global lightning location

data available from WWLLN. For the first time, this

technique is tested for both high-resolution de-

terministic and ensemble forecasts, considering the June

2012 derecho and the 17 November 2013 convective

event. The performance of the lightning assimilation

technique is assessed based on its impact on a short-term

forecast (#24h) of convective features.

2. Data and methods

a. Lightning data

For this study, lightning location data from WWLLN

is employed. WWLLN is a network of approximately

70 sensors that detect sferics; very low-frequency

(3–30 kHz) radiation packets produced by lightning

strikes. The propagation of sferics within the Earth–

ionosphere waveguide allows for the detection of

lightning at distances of thousands of kilometers,

enabling WWLLN to provide global lightning de-

tection coverage (Dowden et al. 2002).

WWLLN is able to detect both intracloud (IC) and

cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning strikes. Since de-

tection efficiency increases with the peak current of

lightning strikes, WWLLN is more efficient at detect-

ing CG lightning due to the associated higher peak

currents (Jacobson et al. 2006). The detection effi-

ciency of WWLLN is approximately 10%–11%, with
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location errors less than 10kmbasedon comparisonswith

observations from the short-range lightning observation

networks in North America, which have detection effi-

ciencies exceeding 90% and location accuracies within

1km (Abarca et al. 2010; Abreu et al. 2010). Despite its

modest detection efficiency, WWLLN is highly efficient

at detecting lightning-producing storms during 3-h pe-

riods (Jacobson et al. 2006).

FIG. 1. A schematic of the lightning nudging process. (top) A timeline during a portion of the

simulation, divided into 5-min bins. The green highlighting indicates the temporal bin con-

taining the current time step, with blue lines representing observed lightning strikes. (bottom)

An example of how the lightning strike locations (blue dots) are used to determine which grid

points are nudged on the model domain (points within light blue circles) when the current

simulation time step is within the green-highlighted bin.

FIG. 2. Lightning strikes observed byWWLLNbetween 1200 and 1500UTC 29 Jun 2012 over

the WRF domain described in section 2c. Location data from 4315 lightning strikes were as-

similated in the NUDGE and ENS-NUDGE experiments (blue dots). Two lightning strikes

were removed by the filtering technique described in section 2a (red dots).
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Although the time of group arrival technique

employed byWWLLN requires four sensors to locate a

lightning strike (Dowden et al. 2002), only strikes de-

tected by five or more lightning sensors are retained

by WWLLN. To reduce the potential for poorly located

lightning strikes, observed lightning events are placed

into 0.58 3 0.5 8 bins and strikes are removed when no

other lightning strike is observed in the same bin, or any

adjacent bin, within the previous 60min. Strikes ob-

served by six or more sensors are exempt from the fil-

tering procedure (R. Holzworth and J. Brundell 2013,

personal communication).

b. Assimilation technique

Since the Weather Research and Forecasting

(WRF) Model does not explicitly forecast lightning,

it is necessary to design a way to adjust the simulated

atmospheric state toward conditions that are rep-

resentative of the lightning observed by WWLLN.

In this study, a four-dimensional data assimilation

technique known as Newtonian relaxation or nudg-

ing is applied to lightning data. Specifically, we use

the approach of Stauffer and Seaman (1994), which

was designed for the assimilation of surface and

upper-air measurements of prognostic variables

such as temperature, wind, and water vapor mixing

ratio.

As noted above,WWLLN ismore efficient at detecting

CG lightning than IC lightning, with CG lightning gen-

erally occurring after the cloud top has reached its max-

imum height (Williams et al. 1989; Solomon and Baker

1998). Thus, in this study the water vapor mixing ratio is

nudged toward the saturation water vapor mixing ratio

(100% relative humidity) at all vertical levels in the

troposphere (levels where atmospheric pressure exceeds

200 hPa) within 10 km of any observed lightning strike.

Smaller radii and varying nudging tops (50, 500 hPa)

were tested, but they did not produce superior perfor-

mance (more details in section 3b). The addition of

moisture decreases the lifting condensation level (LCL)

and increases the convective available potential energy

(CAPE), encouraging the production of a deep cloud

where lightning strikes are observed.

Although some previous studies have used nudging as

part of their lightning data assimilation approach

(Papadopoulos et al. 2005; Fierro et al. 2012, 2014), the

water vapor nudging approach used in this study is

substantially different and addresses several limitations

of those techniques. First, this approach is independent

of parameterized microphysical quantities, unlike the

FIG. 3. Average temporal changes in (a) IWV and (b) CAPE at grid points where nudging is

performed in NUDGE for the deterministic simulation of the 29 Jun 2012 event. (c) Average

column condensate (liquid and solid water path) at nudged locations. Red bars (barely visible)

and lines represent results from CNTRL, while blue bars and lines represent results from

NUDGE.
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technique in Fierro et al. (2012, 2014), avoiding the

need to establish a relationship between microphysical

quantities (e.g., graupel) and lightning. It thus elimi-

nates the need to tune the technique for different mi-

crophysics schemes. Second, this approach does not

restrict nudging to any vertical layer of the tropo-

sphere, instead encouraging both surface-based and

elevated convection by nudging the water vapor mix-

ing ratio at all vertical levels within the troposphere.

This is in contrast to the assimilation technique of

Fierro et al. (2012, 2014), which restricts moisture

nudging to the mixed-phase region. Third, this tech-

nique nudges moisture, a requirement of convective

activity, instead of nudging a quantity such as latent

heating, which is a consequence of convective activity

(Alexander et al. 1999; Chang et al. 2001; Pessi and

Businger 2009). By taking this approach, there is no

need to rely on region-specific relationships between

lightning and rainfall or assumed latent heating pro-

files. Fourth, this technique is independent of the ob-

served flash rate, taking advantage of a simple physical

interpretation of WWLLN-observed lightning strikes

that obviates tuning the amount of moisture nudging for

spatial variations in flash rates, such as between land-

based and ocean-based storms (Williams et al. 2004).

Furthermore, because of the low detection efficiency of

WWLLN, particularly over remote regions, flash-rate

informationwill not allow reliable extraction of convective

intensity, such as updraft strength. There are, of course,

potential drawbacks of this approach. It does notmodulate

the strength of convection by the lightning flash rate, and

small amounts of moisture may be added to the lower

stratosphere when the tropopause extends below 200hPa.

The use of a dynamical quantity like potential vorticity

may be appropriate for selecting the upper vertical limit

for moisture nudging, but as shown below, the impact of

changing the vertical limit of nudging is small.

The technique described above is performed using a

modified version of the observation nudging described

in Stauffer and Seaman (1994) and implemented in

WRF by Liu et al. (2005). In our application of obser-

vation nudging, WWLLN strikes are binned by 5-min

FIG. 4. Simulated and observed composite reflectivity for the first three hours of the deterministic simulations of the 29 Jun 2012 event (1300–1500

UTC29 Jun 2012) for (a),(d),(g) CNTRL, (b),(e),(h)NUDGE, and (c),(f),(i) observations. The northwest portion of themodel domain is displayed.
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intervals, so grid points are nudged long enough to

initiate convection but short enough so that the

nudged grid points are representative of the current

distribution of thunderstorms and not their path of

motion. The quality of the WWLLN lightning strikes

(filtered as described in section 2a) is assumed to be

perfect, and spatial and temporal weighting functions

are modified such that the water vapor mixing ratio

at a grid point is nudged only if lightning is observed

within 10 km during the current 5-min interval.

Nudging occurs only below 200 hPa. A schematic of

this weighting approach is presented in Fig. 1. The

relaxation time scale is set to 5min, which yields a nudging

coefficient ofG5 3.333 1022 s21. The nudging term does

not depend on the number of lightning strikeswithin 10km

of a grid point; one is sufficient for maximum effect.

Equation (1) describes the water vapor mixing ratio

tendency equation, where x is the spatial location of the

grid point, t is time, F (a, x, t) represents the physical

forcing terms in the model, qy is the model water vapor

mixing ratio, qy,s is the saturation water vapor mixing

ratio, and d is the distance from the grid point to the

nearest lightning strike observed in the 5-min bin that

includes the current time step,

›p*qy

›t
5

(
F(q

y
, x, t)1Gp*(q

y,s
2q

y
), ( p. 200 hPa) and (d# 10 km)

F(q
y
, x, t), otherwise

. (1)

c. Model configuration

All numerical weather simulations analyzed in this work

are produced using version 3.4 of theWeather Research and

Forecasting Model with the Advanced Research dynamics

solver (ARW). This is a fully compressible, nonhydrostatic

model supported by the Mesoscale and Microscale Meteo-

rology Division (MMM) of the National Center for Atmo-

spheric Research (NCAR; Skamarock et al. 2008).

All simulations are performed on a single domain over

the eastern United States with 3-km horizontal grid spac-

ing, 750 3 550 grid points, and 38 vertical levels. The

Thompson 6-class bulk microphysics scheme with graupel

and double-moment rain and ice is used (Thompson et al.

2008). No convective parameterization scheme is applied,

since the horizontal grid spacing is convection permitting.

Other parameterizations include the Rapid Radiative

Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave and MM5 shortwave

radiation schemes (called every 30min), as well as the

YonseiUniversity (YSU) boundary layer scheme. The time

step is 12s and boundary conditions are provided every

three hours from the National Centers for Environmental

Prediction (NCEP)Global Forecast System (GFS) forecast

(0.58 grid) initialized at the same time.To prevent numerical

instabilities during data assimilation, vertical motions that

result in CFL numbers exceeding one are damped. Addi-

tionally, to prevent upper boundary reflection, vertical

motions are relaxed toward zero in the upper 7km of the

domain using a coefficient of 0.2 s21.

1) DETERMINISTIC EXPERIMENTS

For the deterministic simulations, 24-h forecasts are

produced using theWRF configuration described above

FIG. 5. (a) Lightning strikes observed by WWLLN between 1200 and 1500 UTC over eastern Iowa and western

Illinois. (b) Simulated composite reflectivity in NUDGE over the same region at 1500 UTC (at the end of the 3-h

nudging period). The red arrow indicates an area location with a lack of WWLLN-observed lightning strikes.
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with initial conditions from the GFS 0.58 resolution

analysis. For all deterministic experiments, two simu-

lations are performed: a control simulation with no

data assimilation (labeled as CNTRL) and a simulation

with lightning nudging through the first three hours of

the simulation, as described in section 2b (labeled

as NUDGE).

2) ENSEMBLE EXPERIMENTS

An ensemble forecast experiment for the June 2012

derecho is completed using the aforementioned WRF

configuration and software provided by the Data As-

similation Research Testbed (DART) group of NCAR.

The ensemble adjustment Kalman filter variant of the

EnKF (EAKF; Anderson 2001) is used to assimilate

observations every three hours, using observations

available within 30min of the assimilation time. Ob-

servations for the EnKF assimilation step are obtained

from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-

tration’s (NOAA) Meteorological Assimilation Data

Ingest System (MADIS) and include METAR surface

data, ship and buoy observations, satellite-observed

winds, radiosonde observations, and observations from

the Aircraft Communication, Addressing, and Report-

ing System (ACARS). Observations within five grid

points of the lateral boundaries are discarded, as are

upper-level observations at altitudes above 20km or at

pressure levels less than 100 hPa. Surface observations

with elevations differing bymore than 200m frommodel

terrain elevation are not assimilated. For both aircraft

and satellite wind observations, observations of the

same source that are within 45km horizontally and

25 hPa vertically are averaged together to create a

superobservation. Any observation more than three

standard deviations from the ensemble mean is dis-

carded. To avoid filter divergence, spatially varying

inflation is applied to the ensemble prior to EnKF as-

similation (Anderson 2009). The Gaspari–Cohn func-

tion is used to damp covariances at large distances

from observations (horizontal and vertical radii of

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4, except results are displayed at 3-h intervals between 1800 UTC 29 Jun and 0000 UTC 30 Jun 2012. The central portion

of the model domain is displayed.
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1000 and 16 km, respectively) in order to prevent

spurious covariances from affecting the ensemble

states at unreasonable distances (Gaspari and Cohn

1999; Hamill et al. 2001). Testing revealed that the

results are not sensitive to substantial changes in these

damping radii.

For the ensemble experiments, a 64-member ensem-

ble is populated initially by perturbing the GFS 0.58
analysis valid at 1200 UTC 28 June 2012 using version

3.4 of the WRF data assimilation (WRFDA) system

maintained by NCAR/MMM. WRFDA perturbs the

GFS analysis according to background error covariances

estimated from a year of differences in 24- and 48-h GFS

forecasts valid at the same time [the covariance option 3

(CV3)]. A 24-h spinup between 1200 UTC 28 June and

1200 UTC 29 June 2012 is performed to develop error

covariances that are representative of the uncertainty in

the state of the atmosphere at the time of assimilation.

To reduce spinup time and lessen the initialization

shock, the digital filter initialization option in WRF is

applied at 1200 UTC 28 June 2012 using 30min of

backward integration and 15min of forward integration

(Huang and Yang 2002). For ensemble integrations

beginning at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC,

boundary conditions are from the GFS forecasts ini-

tialized 6 h prior. For ensemble integrations beginning

at 0300, 0900, 1500, and 2100 UTC, boundary condi-

tions are from GFS forecasts initialized three hours

prior. To maintain ensemble spread, the boundary

conditions are perturbed using the fixed covariance

perturbation method (Torn et al. 2006). No EnKF

assimilation step is performed at 1200 UTC 28 June

2012, and inflation is not introduced until just before

the 1800 UTC 28 June 2012 EnKF assimilation step.

No moisture nudging is performed during the 24-h

spinup period.

After the spinup period, which concludes with an

EnKF assimilation step at 1200 UTC 29 June 2012,

two versions of the ensemble are run: 1) one without

lightning-related moisture nudging, with a final EnKF

assimilation step at 1500 UTC 29 June 2012 (ENS-

CNTRL); and 2) a run with lightning-related moisture

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 4, except results are displayed at 3-h intervals between 0300 and 0900 UTC 30 Jun 2012. The east central portion of the

model domain is displayed.
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nudging from 1200 to 1500 UTC 29 June 2012, with a

final EnKF assimilation step at 1500 UTC 29 June 2012

(ENS-NUDGE).

d. Evaluation

To evaluate the numerical forecasts, simulated

rainfall is compared to the NOAA stage IV pre-

cipitation analysis (Lin and Mitchell 2005). This prod-

uct combines radar and rain gauge–based precipitation

observations and is available on a 4-km grid covering

most of the domain described in section 2c, except for

small portions of the Canadian provinces of Ontario

and Quebec. In this study, the stage IV data are in-

terpolated to the 3-km grid used in the WRF simu-

lations. The stage IV product was used to evaluate

the rainfall rates from 1 to 10mmh21 using the eq-

uitable threat score (ETS; Schaefer 1990), which is

computed using all points on the domain where stage

IV data are available. For plan view verification of

the numerical simulations, composite reflectivity

is used.

3. Results: 29 June 2012

On 29 June 2012, a particularly severe, long-lived bow

echo–derecho event produced damaging straight-line

winds across several midwestern and mid-Atlantic

states. This mesoscale convective system (MCS) is an

ideal candidate for examining the impact of lightning

data assimilation for a number of reasons. First, the

event was poorly forecast by operational models, with

both the GFS and NAM (horizontal grid spacings of

Dx 5 27km and Dx 5 12km, respectively) failing to

forecast the MCS with any lead time, providing an op-

portunity for improving the forecast. Second, the MCS

developed within an amorphous area of isolated thun-

derstorms on the morning of 29 June 2012, suggesting

that model forecast quality can be improved by forcing

FIG. 8. ETS for precipitation$ 1mm for both the control and nudged simulations of the 29 Jun 2012 event, using (a) either Thompson or

Morrison microphysics, for various (b) nudging radii, and differing (c) vertical nudging extents and (d) nudging periods. The vertical gray

shaded area indicates times of moisture nudging in the NUDGE simulations.
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the correct timing and placement of this convection.

Third, the lack of obvious synoptic-scale lifting mecha-

nisms to trigger the isolated thunderstorms in an un-

stable environment suggests that lowering the LCL and

raising the CAPE where lightning is observed could

encourage the formation of thunderstorms in the correct

locations. It is worth noting that the experimental

HRRRmodel, initialized at 1100 UTC 29 June 2012 and

run at 3-km grid spacing, successfully forecasted the

development of the derecho, and that the HRRR as-

similates radar reflectivity and short-range lightning-

flash-rate observations (Weygandt et al. 2008).

a. Lightning

Between 1200 and 1500 UTC 29 June 2012, WWLLN

observed 4317 lightning strikes within the WRF domain

described above. Location data from 4315 lightning

strikes were assimilated using the observation nudging

technique described in section 2 (two lightning strikes

were filtered out; Fig. 2). The lightning strikes over

eastern Iowa and western Illinois are associated with the

thunderstorms that organized into the MCS.

b. Deterministic experiment

The average temporal change (from the beginning to

the end of the 5-min period) in integrated water vapor

(IWV) at nudged grid points for each 5-min bin during

the first three hours of the CNTRL and NUDGE

simulations is shown in Fig. 3a. In CNTRL, no nudging is

performed and average changes in IWV are nearly zero

through the first three hours of the simulation. In

NUDGE, noticeable increases in IWV occur through

the first three hours, particularly over the first five

minutes, when the average increase in IWV exceeds

15kgm22. Subsequently, average increases in IWV

hover around 5kgm22. A similar result is found for the

average change in CAPE at grid points where nudging is

performed (Fig. 3b). In CNTRL, average changes in

CAPE over each 5-min interval are nearly zero through

the 3-h period. In NUDGE, substantial increases in

CAPE occur at nudged locations, particularly over the

first 15 minutes of the simulation, when increases in

CAPE exceed 2000 J kg21. After that time, increases in

CAPE over the 5-min intervals are modest compared to

the initial period. Average condensate increases sub-

stantially during the first 60 minutes of the nudged

simulation in comparison to the far lesser and slower

increase in the control (Fig. 3c).

The impact of the nudging is evident in the simulated

composite reflectivity fields (Figs. 4–7). Between 1200

and 1500 UTC 29 June 2012 (the first three hours of the

simulations), the observed composite reflectivity in-

dicates the development of thunderstorms along an east–

west line across Iowa and eastern Nebraska that organize

into a squall line in northwestern Illinois, while another

line of thunderstorms, unrelated to the derecho event,

FIG. 9. Simulated and (right) observed composite reflectivity for the (bottom) forecast hour 3 (1500UTC 29 Jun 2012) and (top) forecast

hour 15 (0300UTC 30 Jun 2012) of the deterministic simulations of the 29 Jun 2012 event for NUDGEwith (left) Thompson and (middle)

Morrison microphysics. The northwest (east central) portion of the model domain is displayed for forecast hour 3 (15).
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moves across central South Dakota (Figs. 4c,f,i). During

these three hours, the CNTRL simulation does not pro-

duce thunderstorms over Iowa or Illinois, with limited

thunderstorm development over central South Dakota

and Nebraska (Figs. 4a,d,g). In the NUDGE simulation,

nudging over this period forced or enhanced thunderstorm

development in several locations, more closely reflecting

observations (Figs. 4b,e,h). Throughout this period, the

areas of highest reflectivity inNUDGEare larger in extent

than observed. At 1500 UTC, there is a gap in the thun-

derstorms inNUDGE just west of the Illinois–Iowa border

that is not present in the observations, a gap due to a lack of

WWLLN lightning strikes in this portion of the line

(Fig. 5). Overall, the convection in NUDGE is more con-

sistent with observed reflectivity than in CNTRL, which is

important because this convection develops into the der-

echo. In all simulated reflectivity fields, there is a notable

lack of stratiform precipitation (e.g., behind the squall

lines in South Dakota and Iowa in NUDGE) that may

be due to the microphysics scheme being of two mo-

ment in only ice and rain (more below).

By 1800 UTC 29 June 2012, three hours after the

nudging has ended, no convection associated with the

MCS has initiated in the CNTRL simulation. In con-

trast, in the NUDGE simulation, thunderstorms prop-

agated into east-central Illinois, although displaced to

the southwest of the observed line (Figs. 6a–c).At 2100UTC

(Figs. 6d–f) in CNTRL, an MCS has formed across

northern Illinois, far to the west of and oriented per-

pendicular to the observedMCS. In contrast, theMCS in

NUDGE more closely resembles the observed MCS,

exhibiting a similar orientation, with a slight westward

displacement of the northern portion of the line. By

0000 UTC (Figs. 6g–i), CNTRL has produced an area

of disorganized thunderstorms propagating in roughly

the same direction as the observedMCS, but it is poorly

oriented and west of the observed positions. In

NUDGE a more realistic-looking MCS continues to

propagate to the east-southeast, and is similar to the ob-

served MCS in position and orientation.

Between 0300 and 0900UTC 30 June 2012, the weakly

organized line of storms in CNTRL is positioned west of

FIG. 10. Ensemble-mean and observed composite reflectivity (top row) after the 1200 UTC 29 Jun 2012 EnKF assimilation step and

(middle row),(bottom row) before and after the 1500 UTC 29 Jun 2012 EnKF assimilation step, respectively. The columns correspond to

(left) ENS-CNTRL, (center) ENS-NUDGE, and (right) observed reflectivity. The northwest portion of the model domain is displayed.
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the observed MCS and decays as it moves over the

Appalachian Mountains (Fig. 7). At 0300 UTC in

NUDGE, the northern end of the MCS has failed to

maintain an organized structure, with the remainder of

the line roughly matching the location of the observed

convection (Figs. 7b,c). By 0600 UTC, the MCS in

NUDGE has dissipated, while the observed MCS has

moved to the eastern portion of the domain (Figs. 7e,f).

To evaluate the sensitivity of the abovementioned

results to model configuration, we tested the use of a

more computationally expensive fully double-moment

microphysical scheme (Morrison) instead of Thompson

microphysics scheme. Microphysics sensitivity studies of

midlatitude squall lines suggest that full two-moment

schemes facilitate the development of trailing stratiform

precipitation behind convective lines (e.g., Morrison

et al. 2009; Bryan and Morrison 2012; Baba and

Takahashi 2014).

Figure 8 shows the ETS for precipitation equal to or

exceeding 1mmh21. Nudging improves upon the control

simulations for both the Thompson and Morrison mi-

crophysical schemes at virtually all times, with the

greatest improvement after roughly 7h. The Morrison

scheme is modestly inferior between hours 0 and 8 due to

regions of precipitation that are larger than observed

(Figs. 9a–c). Between hours 12 and 18, the Morrison

scheme produces trailing stratiform that more closely

resembles the observations (Figs. 9d–f), but it exhibits

only modestly superior ETS due to regions of pre-

cipitation in other portions of the domain that are larger

than observed. Tests at other precipitation intensities are

consistent with these results. Reducing the radius of

lightning influence to 5 or 3km did not significantly

change the position of the convection and resulted in a

slight intensification of maximum intensities. Changing

the top of the nudging influence to 500 or 50hPa had

nearly no impact on the results. In another experiment,

the initial nudging period was reduced from 3 to 1h.

Again, changes were small, with modest degradation of

the phasing, structure, and amplitude during the middle

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, except results are displayed at 3-h intervals between 1800 UTC 29 Jun 2012 and 0000 UTC 30 Jun 2012. The central

portion of the model domain is displayed.
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part of the event for the 1-h nudging period. In each

sensitivity experiment, the regions of high reflectivity

values introduced in the assimilation period had a larger

area than observed. In short, the results of these simula-

tions were generally unaffected by large changes in sim-

ulation parameters, such as microphysical scheme,

vertical extent of the nudging, radius of influence of the

lightning, and period of nudging.

c. Ensemble data assimilation experiment

An important question regards the value of lightning

assimilation when other mesoscale observations are

present. To that end, WWLLN lightning data were as-

similated along with a variety of additional observa-

tional assets for the June 2012 derecho. Specifically, an

EnKF assimilation procedure is performed nine times

(every three hours) between 1500 UTC 28 June and

1500 UTC 29 June 2012. At all times, less than 1.5% of

the total observations are rejected, indicating that the

ensembles did not suffer from filter divergence.

The impact of the nudging on the ensemble forecast is

evident in the ensemble-mean composite reflectivity

fields (Figs. 10–12). While these mean fields cannot

provide the detail provided by a single ensemble mem-

ber or a deterministic simulation because of the

smoothing effects of the averaging, they indicate the

degree of consensus among ensemble members re-

garding deep convection. Unlike the deterministic sim-

ulations, which are initialized with no water condensate,

ensemble members develop thunderstorms during the

24-h spinup period prior to 1200 UTC 29 June 2012. At

1200 UTC 29 June 2012, before any lightning nudging

has occurred, ENS-CNTRL and ENS-NUDGE are

identical. In contrast to the deterministic simulations,

convection is evident over Iowa at the end of the en-

semble spinup period. Although there is agreement

among ensemble members regarding the line of thun-

derstorms oriented in the east–west direction, the line is

displaced north of the observed and is too narrow

(Figs. 10a–c). At 1500 UTC 29 June 2012, prior to the

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 10, except results are displayed at 3-h intervals between 0300 UTC 30 Jun 2012 and 0900 UTC 30 Jun 2012. The central

portion of the model domain is displayed.
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EnKF assimilation but after the 3-h lightning nudging

period, the line of thunderstorms in ENS-CNTRL re-

mains stationary and fails to capture the storms in Ne-

braska and western Iowa. It also underplays the intensity

of the storms in central South Dakota (Figs. 10d,f). In

contrast, the lightning-based moisture nudging in ENS-

NUDGE has forced the simulated thunderstorms to de-

velop more consistently with observations (Figs. 10e,f).

The effect of the EnKF assimilation step at 1500 UTC

29 June 2012 (using a variety of mesoscale observations)

is to increase the ensemble-mean composite reflectivities

of ENS-CNTRL, but it does not noticeably change the

ensemble-mean composite reflectivities of ENS-NUDGE

(Figs. 10g,h).

At 1800 UTC 29 June 2012, the ensemble-mean

composite reflectivity of ENS-CNTRL indicates mem-

ber agreement for thunderstorms in northwest Indiana,

which are southwest of the observed line (Figs. 11a,c).

At the same time, the ENS-NUDGE ensemble-mean

composite reflectivity possesses stronger convection

that is positioned closer to the observations than ENS-

CNTRL (Figs. 11b,c). At 2100 UTC 29 June 2012, ENS-

CNTRL indicates convection in western Ohio that is

more diffuse and less arc shaped than observed. In

contrast, ENS-NUDGE produces a more realistic

structure (Figs. 11d–f). At 0000 UTC 30 June 2012, the

ensemble-mean composite reflectivity of ENS-CNTRL

is weaker and westward compared to the observed re-

flectivity (Figs. 11g–i). Again, ENS-NUDGE produces a

more realistic arc shape and higher reflectivities.

At 0300 UTC 30 June 2012, the MCSs in both ENS-

CNTRL and ENS-NUDGE have decayed significantly,

perhaps due to interactions with the Appalachian Moun-

tains. There is greater consensus regarding the location of

the MCSs among the members of ENS-NUDGE, which

are also closer to the observed location of the MCSs than

in ENS-CNTRL (Figs. 12a–c). By 0600 UTC 30 June

2012, most of the observedMCSs havemoved outside of

FIG. 13. Composite reflectivity from ENS-NUDGE at 0000 UTC 30 Jun 2012. (a) Ensemble-mean, and ensemble members (b) 1, (c) 6,

(d) 11, (e) 16, (f) 21, (g) 26, (h) 31, and (i) 36. The central portion of the model domain is displayed.
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the domain, with both ensemble predictions under-

playing the intensity of the convection (Figs. 12d–f). At

0900UTC 30 June 2012, theMCS is outside of the domain

in ENS-CNTRL, ENS-NUDGE, and the observations

(Figs. 12g–i). Neither the control nor nudged ensemble

forecasts predicted the observed strong convection over

Indiana at the end of the simulation (e.g., 0600 UTC

30 June 2012).

FIG. 14. Time series of ETS for CNTRL (thick red line), NUDGE (thick blue line), ENS-

CNTRL (light red shaded region), and ENS-NUDGE (light blue shaded region) for the 29 Jun

2012 event for (top)$1 and (bottom)$10mmover the previous hour. The vertical gray shaded

area indicates times of moisture nudging in the NUDGE and ENS-NUDGE simulations.
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An important question regards the variability among

the ensemble members in the simulations nudged with

WWLLN lightning (ENS-NUDGE). Figure 13 shows

simulated reflectivities from the ensemble mean and

eight ensemblemembers (1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, 31, 36) from

ENS-NUDGE at 0000 UTC 30 June 2012. The indi-

vidual members have more defined structures than the

ensemble mean, with high reflectivities of the main

convective line, but have similar structures and posi-

tions. Clearly, the assimilated observations are a strong

constraint for these simulations.

Time series of ETS for the members of ENS-CNTRL

and ENS-NUDGE, as well as the deterministic CNTRL

and NUDGE simulations, are shown in Fig. 14 for both

the 1 and 10mmh21 precipitation thresholds. The low

ETS values may be attributed to the conservative na-

ture of the point-by-point comparison of this metric, as

small location errors result in false alarms and misses.

First, consider the lower (1mm) precipitation threshold.

With the sole exception of the last three hours, the

deterministic nudged run has a substantially higher eq-

uitable threat score than the deterministic control sim-

ulation. In contrast, the differences in between the

ensemble runs are much smaller. Between 1200 and

1500 UTC 29 June 2012 (hours 0 to 3 in the figure,

shaded), the moisture nudging forces thunderstorm de-

velopment in all members of ENS-NUDGE, resulting in

ETS exceeding those of ENS-CNTRL. The sudden in-

crease in the maximum ENS-CNTRL ETS values at

hour 3 (1500 UTC 29 June 2012) is due to the observed

line of thunderstorms over the Illinois–Iowa border

being collocated with the stationary line of thunder-

storms in ENS-CNTRL that persisted between 1200

and 1500 UTC 29 June 2012 (Figs. 10a,d,g). At hour 6

(1800 UTC 29 June 2012), both ensembles forecast

precipitation too far southwest of the observed pre-

cipitation in northwest Indiana (Figs. 10a–c). The cor-

responding decrease in ETS values is less dramatic in

ENS-NUDGE, since the displacement error is less

than in ENS-CNTRL. Between the hours 9 and 12

(2100 UTC 29 June and 0000 UTC 30 June 2012), the

ETS values for both ensembles increase, as the MCS in

both falls within the large region of observed rainfall

(Figs. 11d–i). Between hours 12 and 18 (0000 and

0600 UTC 30 June 2012), the ETS values for both ensem-

bles steadily decrease due to the decay of the simulated

MCSas it crossed theAppalachianMountains (Figs. 12a–f).

Between hours 18 and 21 (0600 and 0900 UTC 30 June

2012), the decrease in ETS reflects the motion of the

MCS out of the domain (Figs. 12g–i). The increase in the

FIG. 15. Average temporal changes in (a) IWV and (b) CAPE at grid points where nudging is

performed in ENS-NUDGE for the ensemble simulations of the 29 Jun 2012 event. (c)Average

column condensate (liquid and solid water path) at nudged locations. Red bars (barely visible)

and lines represent ensemble mean and range from ENS-CNTRL, while blue bars and lines

represent ensemble mean and range from ENS-NUDGE.
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upper end of the range of ETS values in ENS-CNTRL

during the final three hours is due to some members of

ENS-CNTRL accurately locating precipitation in eastern

Iowa (not shown).

The ETS is considerably reduced for the 10mmh21

threshold. There is very little skill for the nonnudged

control, with substantial improvement for most hours

with lightning nudging. As with the 1-mm threshold, the

use of ensembles produces modest improvements with-

out nudging and small but noticeable gains using nudg-

ing. The value of moisture nudging is limited to the

middle period of the simulation, roughly from hours 6 to

18. In summary, nudging with WWLLN lightning sub-

stantially improves the deterministic model ETS at

nearly all times. In contrast, in the ensemble (EnKF)

data assimilation experiment, the improvement is more

modest and limited to the period in which the derecho

was over Indiana, Ohio, and West Virginia.

Further insights into the impact of lightning on the en-

sembles is provided in Fig. 15, which shows the average

changes in IWV, CAPE, and condensate for ENS-CNRL

and ENS-NUDGE simulations during the 3-h nudging

period. ENS-NUDGE shows a large increase during the

initial 15min, followed by modest increases for the re-

mainder of the period. The range of the ensemblemembers

(blue lines) is relatively small, reflecting the similarities of

the moisture-nudged solutions. Changes in average CAPE

have a similar temporal progression, with the largest in-

creases during the first 15 minutes, with a slightly larger

range. Finally, there is a substantial change in average

condensate for ENS-NUDGE during the first hour, with a

relatively small variation among members. In contrast, the

control shows very small growth during the 3-h period. In

summary, nudged ensemble members evince very similar

changes in IWV, CAPE, and condensate during the initial

3-h period, with a large ramp up during the first hour.

4. Results: 17 November 2013

To evaluate the generality of the lightning nudging

approach described above, a substantially different event

over the U.S. Midwest was examined. The November

2013 event provides the opportunity to examine the im-

pacts of lightning data assimilation on the analysis and

forecast of a synoptically well-resolved event. On 17 No-

vember 2013, a deepening cyclone and associated cold

front moved across the Midwest, producing numerous

supercells and squall lines across Illinois, Missouri, Iowa,

and Wisconsin. A coherent line of convection formed

along the cold front, extending from the Great Lakes

into the northern portions Alabama and Mississippi. The

event was accompanied by numerous reports of tornadoes

FIG. 16. Lightning strikes observed byWWLLNbetween 1500 and 1800UTC 17Nov 2012 on

the WRF domain described in section 2c. Location data from 6071 lightning strikes were as-

similated in the NUDGE simulation (blue dots). Four lightning strikes were removed from by

the filtering technique described in section 2a (red dots).
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and straight-line wind damage across theMidwest. Unlike

the 29 June 2012 event, this convective activity was forced

by an obvious synoptic-scale feature, a cold front associ-

ated with an intensifying cyclone.

a. Lightning

Between 1500 and 1800 UTC 17 November 2013,

WWLLN observed 6075 lightning strikes within theWRF

domain described in section 2c. Location data from 6071

lightning strikes were assimilated using the observation

nudging technique described in section 2 (four lightning

strikes were filtered out; Fig. 16). The assimilated light-

ning strikes are associated with the first cells that initiated

along and ahead of the cold front.

b. Deterministic experiment

The average change in IWV at nudged grid points for

each 5-min bin during the first three hours of the CNTRL

andNUDGEsimulations is shown inFig. 17a. InCNTRL,

no nudging is performed and average changes in IWV are

minimal during the first three hours of the simulation. In

contrast, in NUDGE there are 1–3kgm22 increases in

IWV occurring during that period, with the largest values

during the first 15 minutes. The average change in maxi-

mum CAPE at grid points where nudging is performed

(Fig. 17b) indicates average changes in CAPE are nearly

zero through the 3-h period in CNTRL, while inNUDGE

increases in CAPE occur at nudged locations through the

first three hours. Note that the average increases in IWV

and CAPE at nudged points is much smaller for this case

than in the 29 June 2012 event, likely due to colder at-

mospheric temperatures. ForNUDGE, the average water

condensate at nudged locations increases more gradually

than in the 29 June 2012 case (Fig. 17c).

The impact of nudging is apparent in the simulated

composite reflectivity fields. Between 1500 and 1800UTC

FIG. 17. Average temporal changes in (a) IWVand (b) CAPE at grid points where nudging is performed inNUDGE for the 17Nov 2013

event. (c) Average column condensate (liquid and solid water path) at nudged locations. Red bars (barely visible) and lines represent

results from CNTRL, while blue bars and lines represent results from NUDGE.
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17 November 2013 (the first three hours of the simula-

tions), the CNTRL simulation develops weak scattered

thunderstorms across Illinois and Wisconsin, as well as

larger, discrete cellular thunderstorms in Missouri and

southern Illinois (Figs. 18a,d,g). CNTRL fails to capture

the formation of observed lines of convection over

northern Illinois (Figs. 18c,f,i). During the same period,

NUDGE develops lines of more intense thunderstorms

across northern Illinois and southern Wisconsin, as well

as an isolated thunderstorm in Indiana that more closely

match the observed structure and intensity, including

the suggestion of the observed double line over Illinois

(Figs. 18b,e,h).

At 2100UTC 17November 2013, three hours after the

nudging has ended, the observed showers and thunder-

storms that extendedmeridionally acrossMichiganwere

absent in CNTRL but appear in NUDGE (Figs. 19a–c).

At 0000 UTC 18 November 2013, CNTRL forms a line

of showers in northern Michigan, west of the line of

showers evident in NUDGE and the observations

(Figs. 19d–f). At 0300 UTC 18 November, there is a

westward lag in the northern extent of the line of

showers in CNTRL compared to NUDGE, but there are

no radar or precipitation observations in southern

Canada for verification (Figs. 19g–i).

The time series of hourly ETS for this event show only

subtle differences between CNTRL and NUDGE

compared to the 29 June 2012 event for both the 1- and

10-mm thresholds (Fig. 20). In general, NUDGE was

modestly superior for the majority of the simulation

period, with improvements greater at 10mm. Consistent

with the more gradual development of storms in this

event, the ETS of CNTRL and NUDGE diverge more

slowly than for the 29 June 2012 event over the first three

hours of the simulation. Subsequently, the difference

in ETS is nearly constant until the frontal precipitation

moves out of the domain (forecast hour 20; 1100 UTC

18November 2013). The relatively small ETS differences

FIG. 18. Simulated and observed composite reflectivity for (top to bottom) the first three hours of the deterministic simulations of the

17 Nov 2013 event (1600–1800 UTC 17 Nov 2013) for (left to right) CNTRL, NUDGE, and observations. The north central portion of

the model domain is displayed.
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between control and nudge simulations might be due

to two factors: 1) the region impacted by nudging

represents a small portion of the precipitation in the

domain (compared to the June 2012 case) and 2) much

of the nonconvective precipitation (which is repre-

sented by the 1-mm threshold) was well captured by

the run without lightning assimilation.

5. Conclusions

In this work, a lightning assimilation approach is de-

scribed and tested using data from the WWLLN and

applied at convection-permitting (3km) resolution. Spe-

cifically, this technique nudges the water vapor mixing

ratio toward saturation within 10km of a lightning ob-

servation throughout the troposphere and is more gen-

eral than other approaches that require specific model

microphysics or the use of flash rates. This approach was

evaluated in both deterministic- and ensemble-based

assimilation modes; specifically, the experiments were

run over the Midwest and the eastern United States for

deterministic short-term numerical forecasts of the

29 June 2012 derecho and 17 November 2013 convective

event and an ensemble prediction of the 29 June 2012

event. Although the goal of this research is to develop a

general scheme applicable throughout the world, we

have evaluated its impacts in a region in which meso-

scale observations are relatively dense and detailed

verification is possible.

Results from the deterministic simulations indicate

that the lightning nudging technique increases in-

tegrated water vapor (IWV) and CAPE at locations

where nudging is performed and improves the realism of

the forecasts. For the 29 June 2012 event, the control

simulation failed to simulate realistically the initiation

and organization of convection and subsequently did not

correctly forecast the organization, timing, and loca-

tion of the observed derecho/mesoscale convective sys-

tem (MCS). In contrast, the simulation with lightning

assimilation triggered convection in the 3-h nudging

FIG. 19. As in Fig. 18, except results are displayed at 3-h intervals between 2100 UTC 17 Nov 2013 and 0300 UTC 18 Nov 2013. The north-

central portion of the model domain is displayed.
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period, leading to a substantially improved forecast. For

the 17 November 2013 event, lightning nudging trig-

gered thunderstorms ahead of a cold front in a realistic

way; such thunderstorms were not produced in the

control simulation. In neither case did the lightning

nudging degrade the forecast compared to the control

simulation.

Since this study made use of a single microphysics

scheme for all simulations, the Morrison double-moment

scheme was tested; qualitatively, the results were similar,

FIG. 20. Time series of ETS for CNTRL (thick red line) andNUDGE (thick blue line) for the

17 Nov 2013 event for both (top) 1- and (bottom) 10-mm thresholds. The vertical gray shaded

area indicates times during which moisture nudging occurred in the NUDGE simulations.
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with Morrison verifying slightly better. Other tests of the

nudging period, vertical extent of nudging, and radius of

influence suggested that the results presented above are

robust. The regions of strong convection (large reflec-

tivity) generated during the assimilation period appear

larger in extent than observed in the 29 June 2012 case;

this was not true for the 17 November 2013 case.

The application of the technique within an ensemble-

based data assimilation and forecasting for the 29 June

2012 event improved the evolution of the convection

during the lightning nudging period, although the impact

on the subsequent forecast was less dramatic than in the

deterministic simulations. The application of the nudging

to the ensemble members reduced the spread of the

predicted location of the convective line. The improve-

ment in the forecasts between the deterministic and en-

semble control simulations highlights the potential value

of a high-resolution ensemble data assimilation and

forecasting system (EnKF). The lesser impact of lightning

nudging in the simulations with ensemble-based data

assimilation suggests that the large volume of data as-

similated into the high-resolution EnKF (aircraft, sur-

face, maritime, radiosonde, and satellite-observed winds)

can produce an accurate forecast of convective events

even without lightning data. Since the eastern United

States is heavily observed by those data sources, future

work should evaluate lightning assimilation for locations

where less data are available (e.g., over oceans, moun-

tainous terrain, less populated regions) or reduce the

density of observations. Radar reflectivity and pre-

cipitation observations from field campaigns and satel-

lites such as the Tropical Rainfall Measuring

Mission (TRMM) or the Global Precipitation Mea-

surement (GPM) project could be used for verification

in other regions. Further studies could also determine

whether lightning data assimilation is most effective

during specific seasons or periods.

Finally, the proposedmethod would probably bemost

effective in environments generally favorable to con-

vection (e.g., substantial CAPE) but where instability or

moisture is just below the necessary thresholds. Fur-

thermore, this approach would probably be more useful

when the model had no convection or convection over

too small an area. If convection was already in place,

then the area of interest would already be saturated,

thus lessening the impact of this method.
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